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Peripheral neuropathy is one of many extra-glandular 
manifestations in primary Sjogren’s Syndrome (pSS), 
an autoimmune disease that affects approximately 

0.6 percent to one percent of adults in the United States.1 
A review of the literature from 1990 to 2010 suggests that 
the prevalence of peripheral neuropathy seen in pSS ranges 
from 1.8 percent to 64 percent.2 More recently, a 2013 study 
reported a prevalence of 20 percent (but ranging from five 
percent to 60 percent).3 This range may be attributed to 
highly variable presentation of symptoms in pSS includ-
ing neuropathic pain.1 The types of peripheral neuropathy 
described among patients with pSS are numerous, and 
have included ganglionopathic sensory neuropathy, axonal 
sensory or sensorimotor polyneuropathy, multiple mono-
neuropathy, autonomic neuropathy, small-fiber neuropathy, 
cranial neuropathy, and inflammatory myopathy.1 Although 
peripheral neuropathy in pSS has not have been unequivo-
cally identified or classified across studies, up to 40 percent 
of all patients with the disease have described “burning,” 
“tearing,” or “raking” sensations consistent with neuropathic 
pain.1

Identification and Diagnosis
Small fiber neuropathy (SFN) has been identified in 

some cohorts of pSS patients as the most common periph-
eral neuropathy,1,4 producing symptoms by affecting small 
myelinated A-delta fibers and unmyelinated nocicep-
tive C fibers. Both fibers have somatic and autonomic 
components that affect pain and temperature sensation. 
Autonomic dysfunction can manifest as dryness of the 
eye and mouth, dizziness, constipation, incontinence, skin 
discoloration, or anhidrosis.5 Symptoms include pain of 
burning quality and impaired temperature and pinprick 

sensation with preserved vibratory sense and propriocep-
tion.1 The SFN seen in pSS may not always present in the 
typical length-dependent fashion as it does in diabetes 
mellitus (a glove and stocking distribution defined by sym-
metric involvement of distal limbs associated with burning 
pain). Instead, some patients with pSS associated SFN have 
been described to experience lancinating and burning pain 
in the proximal areas of the body such as the torso and 
face.1 One study described that 60 percent of 20 patients 
with pSS complaining of non-length dependent symptoms 
of neuropathic pain had corresponding low density skin 
biopsies,1 which may be a result of toxic insult to small 
dorsal root ganglionic neurons.4  

The onset of neuropathic symptoms on the timeline 
of pSS diagnosis is unclear. Some studies have reported 
presence of neuropathic symptoms preceding the devel-
opment of sicca symptoms and often therefore prior to 
an official diagnosis of pSS.6 One possible explanation for 
this delay in diagnosis is that sicca symptoms such as xero-
stomia or xeropthalmia are emphasized over neuropathic 
symptoms in patients with whom the differential includes 
pSS.6 In fact, patients presenting with neuropathy with 
negative serology for anti-SSA/SSB will often be diagnosed 
with pSS only after later development of sicca symptoms.6 
Some studies have reported a low prevalence of anti-SSA/
SSB antibodies in their cohort of patients with pSS with 
associated neuropathy.6 Additionally, pSS patients with 
SFN have been reported to have an older age, lower titers 
of ANA, anti-SSA, anti-SSB, rheumatoid factor, and low 
serum C4 levels than compared to pSS patients without 
SFN.3 Similarly, in a cohort of 108 pSS patients, the preva-
lence and severity of neuropathic pain was significantly 
greater in seronegative patients (patients without anti-SSA 
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and anti- SSB).7 However, the seronegativity of pSS patients 
with neuropathy is not unanimous. In another study, a 
subset of patients in a cohort of 1010 patients with pSS 
patients had positive antibodies for SSA/SSB as well as the 
highest prevalence of peripheral neuropathy including 
SFN.8 These findings indicate the importance of consider-
ing pSS in patients presenting with symptoms of neuropa-
thy, especially non-length dependent neuropathic pain, 
irrespective of seropositivity for SSA/SSB. 

SFN is reported to be the most common type of periph-
eral neuropathy1 in some samples of pSS patients, but not 
all. One study reported SFN as an uncommon finding in 
a cohort of 62 pSS patients. With the hopes of identifying 
only true autoimmune related neuropathy specific to pSS, 
investigators utilized the new international criteria for pSS 
from 2002. Their parameters for diagnosing SFN included 
a low intraepidermal nerve fiber density (<3.4 fibers per 
millimeter) in the leg and proximal thigh, and the absence 
of other causes for neuropathy (normal blood glucose, 
cobalamin, folic acid, and thyroid function tests). Their 
cohort identified a number of symptomatic patients who, 
although not meeting criteria for SFN, did have measur-
able decrease in density of nerve fibers when compared 
to those of healthy patients.9 These findings suggest that 
the normal fiber densities identified on biopsy may be 
confounded by method of biopsy collection or analysis 
rather than actual infrequency of SFN.9 Other studies 
have described patients with pSS and neuropathic pain in 
a non-length-dependent distribution to have normal, or 
even increased intraepidermal nerve fiber density (IENFD). 
These findings may overlap with sensory ganglionopathy, 
a pathology which may be more easily detected with alter-
native modalities such as high resolution magnetic reso-
nance neurography.10

The “non-length-dependent” nature of SFN in patients 
with pSS may be due to lymphocytic infiltration result-
ing in damage to the dorsal root ganglion (DRG), the 
most proximal origin of the peripheral nervous system.10 
Other mechanisms affecting the DRG may be in play, 
including hyperexcitability of the DRG, enchanced che-
mosensitivity of the DRG to proprioceptive cytokines or 
to the neurotrophin nerve growth factor.10 Neurotrophic 
growth factors may be upregulated by inflammatory 
processes in pSS, possibly contributing to heightened 
nerve growth and supranormal IENFD on skin biopsies 
in some patients, instead of the low nerve densities that 
usually classify SFN.10 Thus, peripheral neuropathy in pSS 
may not be characterized only by damage, degeneration, 
death, or transection of axons by neurotoxic causes, but 
also by increased chemosensitivity or hyperexcitability 
to cytokines or growth factors. In the setting of normal 
or supranormal skin biopsies, the noninvasive Magnetic 

Resonance Neurography DRG (MRN DRG) protocol can 
characterize abnormal and normal DRG at each vertebral 
level in patients with pSS experiencing neuropathic pain 
symptoms. Birnbaum et al. classified abnormal findings 
as one or more of the following: an increase in the size of 
DRG, increase in the T2 signal of DRG, and increase in the 
enhancement of DRG in comparison to the contralateral, 
superior, or inferior spinal levels.10 In the patient group, 
those with abnormal MRN DRG study results correlated 
to increased IENFD in their skin biopsies.

The diagnosis of SFN does not utilize nerve conduc-
tion studies, due to the small diameter of affected fibers. 
The traditional electroneuromyographic (ENMG) test for 
peripheral neuropathies is sensitive in individuals with 
involvement of large nerves with diameters ranging from 
greater than 5-7µm. Small nerve fibers with a diameter less 
than 5-7µm are not detected by ENMG. Instead, histio-
logic or neurophysiologic tests are helpful alternatives for 
diagnosis in SFN. The Intraepidermal Nerve Fiber Density 
(IENFD) is considered the most objective finding, mea-
sured by a biopsy of the epidermis which is predominately 
innervated by small fibers. The sample is stained with 
antineuropeptide (peptide gene product 9.5) antibodies; 
innervation densities that are below the fifth percentile are 
considered diagnostic for SFPN.10 Pain stimulation by laser 
produces Laser Evoked Potentials (LEP) while Quantitative 
Sensory Testing (QST) can measure response to warm 
and cold thermal stimuli. A review of 40 cases showed 
all patients with Sjogren’s related SFN had either abnor-
mal LEP or QST,3 with altered LEP’s in 97.5 percent and 
abnormal QST thresholds in 67.5 percent of those studied. 
Sympathetic Skin Reflexes (SSR) recording to autonomic 
nervous testing is useful as well, with abnormal findings in 
40 percent of the 40 studied patients.3 SSR, QST, and LEP 
may pose challenges to interpretation since results depend 
on patient cooperation in uncomfortable testing environ-
ments.4 

The cardinal finding for SFN is a  
density of intraepidermal nerve 

fibers on skin biopsy less than the 
fifth percentile, which is caused by 

axonal or small dorsal root  
ganglionic neuronal infiltration  
or degeneration by pathogenic 

mechanisms that are still unclear. 
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In summary, common criteria of SFN are painful sen-
sory symptoms, normal nerve conduction studies, low 
density of intraepidermal nerve fibers in a skin biopsy, and 
abnormal neurophysiologic test for small nerve fibers.3,11  
Patients with atypical (normal or high IENFD) biopsy 
results, described above in patients with non-length depen-
dent pattern of SFN, may require further testing by MRN 
DRG to identify pathology affecting the DRG.  

Treatment Options
A number of symptomatic therapeutic options are 

available to manage symptoms associated with SFN. 
Neuropathic and nociceptive pain often occur together and 
may be addressed with the same pharmacologic agent(s). 
Anti-epileptic drugs (AED) such as gabapentin and pre-
gabalin may be administered in a slow titration spanning 
over three to four months to avoid the common adverse 
effect of somnolence which is of particular concern in pSS 
patients where underlying fatigue is a common symptom.1 
Tricyclic antidepressants (TCA) should be avoided due to 
their anticholinergic side effects that can exacerbate sicca 
symptoms.11 Duloxetine and venlafaxine may be of particu-
lar benefit in the setting of depression but these agents have 
not been formally studied with regard to pSS related neu-
ropathic pain. The use of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF-
alpha) inhibitor adalimumab was effective in SFN for other 
inflammatory diseases such as sarcoidosis, but has not yet 
been shown to be effective in pSS. Future studies might ben-
efit from stratifying patients with pSS to identify a whether 
patients with pSS specifically benefit from treatment with 
TNF blockers. 

As lymphocytic infiltration with T-cells in the DRG is a 
proposed pathogenic mechanism of non-length-dependent 
neuropathic pain in pSS patients, one would expect that 
immunologic therapeutic modalities may provide effective 
treatment.1,12 Currently, therapy with corticosteroids, plas-
mapheresis, and immunosuppressive drugs such as cyclo-
phosphamide have not been as efficacious in treating pSS 
related neuropathies as they are in treating non-neuropathic 
pSS manifestations like sicca and pneumonitis.10,12,13 IVIG is 
one option that warrants further study as a number of case 
reports have described response to therapy. Formal evalua-
tion of the benefits of IVIG is complicated by its cost as well 
as its need to be administered as an infusion.12 IVIG is an 
expensive treatment prepared by the donation of thousands 
of healthy plasma donors and is recognized for those with 
Guillain Barre Syndrome and chronic inflammatory demyelin-
ating polyneuropathy.12 In a retrospective study evaluating 
the efficacy of IVIG therapy in 19 patients with peripheral 
neuropathy, those with non-ataxic sensory neuropathy with 
a mean duration of treatment for 15.2 months showed clini-
cal improvement as measured by improved scores on the 

Modified Rankin Scale for Neurologic Disability.12 One study 
compared the clinical response to IVIG therapy in six patients 
who experienced a mean decrease in the Visual Analog 
Scale score from 8.2 to 4.0 compared to four patients who 
only received symptomatic therapy due to denial of insur-
ance reimbursement for IVIG therapy that experienced a 
mean decrease of 6.8-5.5. Two patients of the six had follow-
up MRN DRG studies performed, which showed interval 
improvement after IVIG infusion.10 

Future Paths
The detection of SFN presents a number of challenges, 

one of which is a lack of uniform diagnostic criteria for 
both pSS and SFN across studies. It is unclear whether 
the onset of peripheral neuropathy precedes or is a later 
development in pSS. There have been equivocal findings as 
to the relation of anti-SSA/SSB serology and the presence 
of neuropathy, and the clinical presentation of SFN often 
varies. For example, SFN in pSS may present in a length 
dependent or non-length dependent manner, and will 
escape detection in traditional nerve conduction stimula-
tion tests, requiring skin biopsies and neurophysiologic 
tests specific to small fibers (LEP, SSR, QST) for diagnosis. 
The cardinal finding for SFN is a density of intraepidermal 
nerve fibers on skin biopsy less than the fifth percentile, 
which is caused by axonal or small dorsal root ganglionic 
neuronal infiltration or degeneration by pathogenic mech-
anisms that are still unclear. 

Emerging research suggests a role for pro-inflammatory 
cytokines IL-2 and TGF-beta 1 in circulating blood, with 
increased IL-6 and IL-8 in skin biopsy present in those with 
SFN, though not SFN specific to pSS.13 The clinical presen-

When treating SFN in primary Sjogren’s Syndrome, 
AEDs such as gabapentin and pregabalin may be 
administered in a slow titration spanning over three to 
four months to avoid somnolence, which is of particu-
lar concern in patients where underlying fatigue is a 
common symptom.
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number of challenges, one of which 

is a lack of uniform diagnostic criteria 
for both pSS and SFN across studies.
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tation of impaired temperature and pinprick sensation, 
with burning, lancinating pain, and preserved vibratory 
and proprioceptive sense may in some cases present with 
normal or above-normal IENFD that do not fit with SFN. 
This may prompt further investigation into the dorsal 
root ganglion for pSS patients to detect sensory ganglion-
opathy, a different peripheral neuropathy which may in 
its early stages present without clinical manifestations of 
ataxia and mimic SFN. Several studies have shown the effi-
cacy of IVIG therapy in peripheral neuropathies associated 
with pSS, including SFN with superiority over symptomatic 
pharmacologic agents such as AED’s or TCA’s. However, 
other agents such as TNF-alpha inhibitors (adalimumab) 
have not been formally studied in SFN specific to pSS. n
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